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Business Breakthrough Formula

Hello… 

Bill Prater

That’s Me



Country Club



Prison



Culture

One of the primary responsibilities of any team leader 
is the establishment of the team’s culture. 

   
  



Culture

Think of Culture as being the 
“rules of behavior” 

   
  



What Culture?



Prison



Country Club



What Culture?



The Leader



Current Culture



Current Culture



Attract or Repel



Attract or Repel



High Performance Team



Situational Behavior

It is much better to have situational rules in place 
   
  



 

 With this scenario, you need to have a clearly defined rule book 
that states how various situations will be acted upon. 

   
  



Situational Behavior

 For example, you may decide to have safety adherence very strict 
and very close to the word “jail". 

   
  



Situational Behavior

 On the other hand, when you have a company party going on, it 
may call for behavior closer to the country club spectrum. 

   
  



Your Messages

In addition, think about the messages 
you're giving to your team 

   
  



Your Messages

If you panic during a crisis,  
your team will panic during a crisis. 

   
  



Your Messages

 If you take it advantage of a customer during the time of need, 
 your team take advantage of the customer in the same way. 

   
  



Culture

 If you take it manage of the customer during the time of need 
 your team take advantage of the customer in the same way. 

   
  



Your Action Steps

Here’s the Action You Need To Take. 
   
  



Your Action Steps

 First, decide on the overall culture you want… 
   
  



Your Action Steps

I suggest you create a winning culture. 
   
  



Your Action Steps

 Second, create a situational set of behavioral rules. 
  

  



Your Action Steps

 Third, focus on being the finest role model you can  
of the behavior you want your team to emulate. 

   
  



Here’s What’s Next

Let’s move on the the next lesson in the Culture 
Module: Building a Business Culture.


